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On Wed, 19 Feb 2003 19:58:03 +0000 (UTC), zwicky@Turing.Stanford.EDU (Arnold
Zwicky) wrote:

>in article <b2v928$u0l$3@fasolt.mtcc.com>, charlie fulton
><foultone@fasolt.mtcc.com> is disappointed in me:

> >You disappoint me, again.  I thought all deteriorization of grammar
> >was linguistic "progress" in your view.  But, it wouldn't be the
> >first time I misread you.

>not the first time at all.  you misread me on this very point again
>and again, despite my attempts to be very clear about what i'm saying
>and why.  let me try it one more time, from still another direction.

>the moral tone in "deteriorization" and "progress" comes entirely from
>you.  for linguists - and this is not some new cutting-edge idea;
>linguists wrote books on the subject well before i was born - there
>are only two relevant phenomena here: differences in the language of
>different social groups, and change in time.  particular varieties of
>a language are not intrinsically better or worse than others, and
>there is no such thing as getting better or getting worse. in
>addition, extremely little change is a matter of "making a mistake",
>in the sense that someone aims for one thing and produces something
>else.  (linguists and psychologists do study such mistakes.  i study
>them myself, and occasionally teach courses on them.  but what people
>refer to when they talk about violations in "the rules of grammar" are
>never errors of this sort.)

I find this absolutely fascinating. I am thinking of taking a mature student degree at the
University of Westminster in Chinese and linguistics (a double major, I guess). This is a long
term hope, of course, but your words in defense of non-judgmental talking about language cheers
me that linguistics is apt to be interesting and fun.

>i never said that change was progress, only that changes almost always
>make sense.  the new forms have a system to them, and the new forms
>spread either because they have some good communicative properties
>(they are brief, or easy to produce, or indicate meaning clearly) or
>because others want to imitate the people who use them.  the old forms
>had a system to them too, and they had some good communicative
>properties too, but usually different ones from the new forms.



I think that the split infinitive, for example, is something that older grammarians frowned upon
for Latinate reasons, not English ones. I find that to naturally split an infinitive is almost always
more pleasing to the eye and to the ear than not to split the same infinitive.

>the moral tone you take is actually offensive to many linguists
>because it assigns moral values to bits of language, values that are
>then assigned to people who use those bits.  people are labeled as bad
>(stupid, illogical, incompetent) because they use "bad" language,
>though that is simply the home language of their community. this is
>an especially horrific lesson to be teaching to small children.

Language is for communication. It can also give useful pointers to the background and culture of
those who use it. However, to say that someone who uses a non-standard (whatever that is) piece
of language is bad, wrong, illegal, immoral, or fattening is in itself infelicitous.

>(of course, the moral judgments on people - working class, or rural,
>or african-american, or slacker teens, or whatever - come first, and
>then language is used as a club to beat them.)

And us too, of course--polari, the whole "Miss Thing" style of language, is pounced upon by
those who consider themselves butcher or straighter-acting and labelled "queeny", "nelly",
"camp" or what have you.

>note that CGEL doesn't describe the uses of "ain't" (actually quite a
>complicated matter) or third-person singular "don't" ("he don't like
>me") or "double negation" or the "a-verbing" form ("he was a-tryin' to
>start his car") or thousands of other phenomena that belong to
>regional varieties, non-standard varieties, slang, or casual style.
>that doesn't of course mean that the authors of CGEL *disapprove* of
>any of these usages or view them as evidence of moral degradation and
>sloppy thinking.  it's just that their book is about something else.

I have no objections to grammarians stating that some particular usage of a language is
"standard", as long as they realise that "standard" in this case is the same as "average"--to have
one is to admit that there are cases on both sides of "standard/average".

Chris "infinitives split--while you wait" Hansen


